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Electron-strain interaction in the singlet-ground-state compound TmSb
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We studied the electron-strain interaction for the singlet-ground-state compound TmSb using ultrasonic
measurements to observe the quantum oscillation of elastic constants. Their oscillatory intensity was highly
anisotropic depending on the applied field direction, and on the propagation and polarization direction of the
ultrasonic wave. This anisotropy has been explained by response theory based on effective-mass approxima-
tion. Our analysis provides coupling coefficients between itinerant electrons and the lattice system. From the
width of the Fermi-surface splitting, we obtained exchange interactions between localized and itinerant elec-
trons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rare-earth monopnictides have been used as typical c
pounds to verify physical models because they crystal
simple NaCl crystal structures. These monopnictides, for
ample, enabled us to develop a crystalline electric-fi
~CEF! theory.1 This simple structure is also useful in th
experimental investigation of their physical properties b
cause this structure facilitates analysis and discussion. R
earth monopnictides show dramatic behavior originating
the interaction between localizedf electrons and conductio
electrons.2,3 The major reason for such behavior is that th
physical properties are influenced by this interaction due
low carrier concentration for semimetallic or semiconduct
characteristics.4,5 Because of the characteristics of low ca
rier concentration, the sample dependence becomes sig
cant. Thus, it is indeed important for the investigation
these compounds to use high-quality single crystals.
cently, high-quality single crystals of rare-earth monopn
tides have been obtained by the Bridgman method usin
high-frequency hearth.6

We measured the acoustic de Haas–van Alphen~a-dHvA!
effect, observing the quantum oscillation of ultrasonic wav
for TmSb in theC11 mode. We used a high-quality sing
crystal and determined the complete structure of the Fe
surface.7 Investigations along different field angles indica
the structure of the Fermi surface, the cyclotron effect
mass, and the Dingle temperature. Oscillatory intensity c
tains information on electron-strain interaction. Analysis
results in the dHvA measurements is rather complex beca
it involves the relationship between modulation and the
plied field. The acoustic dHvA effect is obviously a mo
elegant way to investigate electron-phonon interactions t
the standard modulation method because the a-dHvA e
0163-1829/2003/67~22!/224103~8!/$20.00 67 2241
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does not require a modulation field. The absence of
modulation field makes it easy to analyze electron-strain
teractions. The modulation field generates Joule heatin
metallic parts of the experimental equipment, which is
obstacle for low-temperature measurements. We previo
reported the high anisotropic behavior of the a-dHvA osc
latory intensity in the longitudinalC11 mode in TmSb.7 To
explain the anisotropic behavior of theC11 mode, we use the
response theorybased on effective-mass approximation8 in
this paper. In the a-dHvA measurement series for other r
earth monopnictides,9–11 the anisotropic oscillatory intensity
of the elastic constant was observed. An analysis by the
sponse theory in rare-earth monopnictides LaAs, CeAs,
CeBi ~Refs. 12–14! and the metallic compound LaB6,15

measurements are restricted in either the longitudinal or
transverse mode except for rare-earth hexaboride LaB6 . To
proceed to the next step in understanding electron-strain
teractions of rare-earth monopnictides, we conducted
a-dHvA measurement of the transverseC44 mode. We report
and discuss longitudinal and transverse a-dHvA meas
ments. This paper is a complete study of electron-strain
teractions using response theory and provides much wo
while information. We obtained the electron-stra
interaction for up and down spins independently due to
spin-splitting Fermi surface in TmSb.

We also review the exchange interactions betweenf elec-
tron and conduction electrons, which govern the main pr
erties of rare-earth monopnictides. We focused on TmSb
PrSb. The CEF ground state of Tm and Pr ions is single
TmSb and PrSb and nonmagnetic in zero fields. Althou
magnetic momentum disappears in zero fields, a large m
netization is induced by hybridization from the CEF excit
states to the ground state.16–21We measured the dHvA effec
on the hypothesis that the field-induced moment off elec-
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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trons influences conduction electrons and causes s
change in the Fermi surface. A detailed study of the Fe
surface has been done up to 8 T in PrSb,9 but no change in
the Fermi surface was observed by the applied field.
measured the dHvA effect on the principal axis of the cu
structure up to 25 T using a hybrid magnet.22,23 Results in-
dicate a small change in the Fermi surface.24 We inferred that
hybridization by the applied field occurs in a lower appli
field if energy difference between the ground and the fi
excited state of the CEF (DE) is smaller. In a zero field,DE
is 25 K for TmSb,25–27but 75 K for PrSb.28–30The magnetic
momentum of Tm31 is estimated to be 7.57mB by the Hund
rule. This is larger than that of PrSb, which corresponds
3.58mB . If we assume that the influence on conduction el
trons by magnetization is proportional to the magnetic m
mentum, the factor for TmSb is doubled compared to tha
PrSb. As envisioned, we found exchange splitting of
Fermi surface in TmSb.7 Interaction coefficients betweenf
electrons and conduction electrons have been estim
elsewhere31 and preliminary results obtained. Here, we ta
into account the magnetic susceptibility in estimating the
teractions.

We present experimental results for the a-dHvA effect
TmSb, emphasizing that analysis by the response theory
explain anisotropic oscillatory intensity. In Sec. II, we d
scribe single-crystal growth and characterization of crys
used for measurements. In Sec. III, we review exchange
teraction and the application of response theory to exp
mental results. We also study the intensity of the longitudi
C11 and transverseC44 modes originating in the anisotropi
electron-strain interaction. In Sec. IV, we discuss informat
acquired using the response theory.

II. EXPERIMENT

We grew a single crystal of TmSb that was 14 mm
diameter and 20 mm long by the Bridgman method in
closed tungsten crucible.6 We checked the stoichiometry o
the sample by inductively coupled plasma atomic emiss
spectroscopy. The deviance from the stoichiometry was e
mated to be 1% at most. Samples for measuring the aco
dHvA effect were prepared by cleaving samples along
~100! plane into 23234 mm3 rectangles.

To detect the quantum oscillation of sound velocity in
magnetic field, we used an ultrasonic apparatus based
phase comparison.32 A piezoelectric transducer LiNbO3,
which has high electric-mechanical coupling, was used
both the ultrasonic generator and detector. The frequenc
sound waves was varied between 30 and 75 MHz, and
ultrasonic wave pulse width was fixed at about 1.0 ms. T
resolution of sound velocity isDn/n51027, sufficient to
detect quantum oscillation in ultrasound. The acoustic dH
effect in TmSb was measured using the transverseC44 and
longitudinal C11 modes. The sample was cooled to 0.5
using a circulation3He refrigerator.33,34Magnetic fields were
generated by a superconducting magnet up to 8 T. To de
mine the angular dependence of the dHvA frequency
oscillation intensity, the sample orientation was adjusted b
two-circle goniometer.35 We measured magnetization to ta
22410
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into account the internal field, given byB5H14p(1
2N)M , where N(50.34) represents the demagnetizati
factor of the sample andM is the total magnetic moment pe
unit volume.

III. RESULTS

A. Exchange interaction

Figure 1 shows the angular dependence of the
Fourier-transformation~FFT! spectrum for the acoustic
dHvA oscillation in theC11 mode. The relationship betwee
the applied field and propagation direction of the ultraso
wave in measurement is shown in Fig. 2. The dHvA frequ
cies of TmSb consist of three main branches indicated asa,
b, and g, named from the reference compound LaSb.5,9,36

Electrona branches, forming ellipsoids located at the thr
X points, are ordinarily derived from thed orbit with t2g
character on Tm.b andg hole surfaces are located at theG
point of the zone center, which mainly consist of thep orbit
with theG8 character on Sb. Theb surface is almost spheri
cal but theg surface is slightly elongated along the fourfo
axes. Double peaks ofa andb in Fig. 1 show the spin split
of the Fermi surface.

FIG. 1. Angular dependence of the FFT spectrum on TmSb
the C11 mode acoustic dHvA oscillation.

FIG. 2. Relationship of propagation vectork and polarization
vectoru of the ultrasonic wave in theC11 measurement.
3-2
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ELECTRON-STRAIN INTERACTION IN THE SINGLET- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224103 ~2003!
The dHvA frequencies remain within 0.23108 G, esti-
mated to be roughly ten times smaller than most meta
compounds. From the cross-sectional area of the Fermi
face, the carrier number is estimated byn57.4% per Tm ion
in TmSb, about quintuple compared withn51.4% per La
ion in LaSb.5,9,36

In the spin split of the up and down spins of the Fer
surface, the dHvA frequencies are obtained by the F
analysis. The FFT analysis is usually conducted in a limi
field region where oscillations are observed. In analysis,
assume that oscillations continue infinitely, and as a res
the frequency observed by the FFT analysis correspond
the value extrapolated to zero magnetic fields. Fortunately
many cases, the Zeeman split grows proportionally to
applied field, or the split width is too small to appear in t
FFT spectrum. Thus, we must observe a single frequency
the up and down spins of the Fermi surfaces. In TmSb, h
ever, the large steep increase in field-induced magnetiza
drastically changes the curvature for magnetization in
field region from 5 T to 10 T. Thus, the Zeeman split dev
ops nonproportionally to the applied field, and differe
dHvA frequencies of the up and down spins are observe
the FFT spectrum.

From the split width, we obtain exchange interaction c
efficients between conduction electrons and localizedf elec-
trons. Using a spin-split width of 2DHS in the FFT spectrum,
we describe the exchange interaction ofJs f as follows:

m
B
2DHS5psAJs fH ^Sf&B0

2S ]^Sf&
]B D

B0

B0J . ~1!

Here

A5S mxmymz /m0
2

mxbx
21myby

21mzbz
2D 1/2

, ~2!

whereb i andmi ( i 5x,y,z) are direction cosines and effec
tive masses.Sf represents the absolute spin in a unit of\.
We take into account the anisotropy of effective mass rep
sented byA, compared to previous reports.7,31We summarize
Fermi energiesEF , cyclotron effective-mass ratiosm*
5me f f /m0 , and Dingle temperaturesTD in Table I. Suffixes
l andh denote the lower- and higher-frequency branches

TABLE I. Fermi energiesEF , cyclotron effective-mass ratio
m* , and Dingle temperaturesTD for split a and b branches of
TmSb. Suffixesl and h indicate the lower-frequency and highe
frequency branches of split branches. Effective-mass ratios foa
surfaces were acquired from the cyclotron motion of the shor
orbit with ellipsoidal shapes. Fermi energies ofb branches are av
erages forb l andbh.

EF ~K! m* (5me f f /m0) TD ~K!

a l 3.603103 0.12 4.7
ah 3.273103 0.14 4.7
b l 5.233103 0.16 2.5
bh 5.233103 0.17 2.5
22410
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The resultant exchange interaction coefficients summ
rized in Table II, were obtained only in the three princip
axes of a cubic structure. To calculate the exchange inte
tion, we require absolute magnetization as shown in Eq.~1!
and measured magnetization along the three principal a
The exchange interaction of theb branch is larger thana
and g branches in̂ 100&, ^110&, and ^111& ~see Table II!.
The result indicates that conduction electrons, which mai
consist of thep orbit on Sb, interact strongly with localize
electrons because of the similar symmetry of the wave fu
tion. For theb branch, the anisotropy for the exchange i
teraction was observed, whilea is almost independent o
applied fields. The exchange interaction enhanced in^111&
for the g branch is the same behavior as theb branch. This
behavior is caused by the large magnetization in^111&
among the three principal axes. In the^100& direction, the
oscillatory intensity of theg branch was not sufficient, so
splitting of theg branch was unclear.

B. Electron-phonon interaction

1. Response theory

To explain the anisotropic oscillatory intensity of elas
constants, we used response theory.8 A sound wave induces
lattice deformation in the crystal, changing the cros
sectional area of the Fermi surfaces, i.e., free energy.
oscillatory part of the elastic constant is obtained by the s
ond derivative of free energy with respect to strain comp
nent« i j . In our experiment,HS(b)/H is sufficiently large to
neglect the strain dependence ofFS(H,b,0) and the second
term containingHS(b)/H in Eq. ~45! of Ref. 8. Conse-
quently, oscillatory parts of the elastic constant are

Ci j : i 8 j 8~H,b,0!52FS~H,b,0!L i j ~b!L i 8 j 8~b!

3S HS~b!

H D 2

cosS HS~b!

H
1

p

4
h D . ~3!

After Fourier analysis in Eq.~3!, the oscillatory intensity
remains as

uDCi j : i 8 j 8~H,b,0!u

5UFS~H,b,0!Li j ~b!L i 8 j 8~b!S HS~b!

H D 2U. ~4!

FactorFS(H,b,0) is eliminated by dividing the above equa
tion by Eq.~41! or Eq. ~42! in Ref. 8, which corresponds to

st

TABLE II. Exchange interactions~in eV! between localizedf
electrons and conduction electrons along three principal axe
TmSb.

^100& ^110& ^111&

a 5.531022 5.331022 5.431022

b 8.431022 7.331022 9.031022

g 1.431022 4.631022
3-3
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NIMORI, KATAOKA, GOTO, AND KIDO PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224103 ~2003!
the longitudinal or transverse sound wave, respectively.
extract the area coefficientL i j (b) from the oscillatory inten-
sity of elastic constantCi j .

Response theory indicates that area coefficientL i j (b)
consists of deformation, rotation, and a multiband term:

L i j ~b!5L i j
d ~b!1L i j

r ~b!1L i j
m . ~5!

Deformation couplingH5gzzp« of the longitudinal C11
mode with strain«zz leads to the deformation term:

Lzz
d ~b!5

gzz

6 S 2mzbz
22mxbx

22myby
2

mxbx
21myby

21mzbz
2 D . ~6!

In the transverseC44 mode with strain«zz, deformation cou-
pling H5gxypxpy«xy(Amxmy) yields the deformation term

Lxy
d ~b!5gxy

Amxmybxby

mxbx
21myby

21mzbz
2

. ~7!

Here,gi j signifies the parameter implying the interaction b
tween the conduction electron and elastic strain,b i the di-
rection cosine of the applied magnetic-field direction, andmi
the effective mass of the ellipsoidal Fermi surface. The tra
verseC44 mode, which propagates along the@100# axis with
the polarization vector parallel to@010#, induces pure strain
«xy and the lattice rotationvxy . This lattice rotation also
changes the cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface wit
anisotropic shape, because the applied field direction is fi
by the superconducting magnet. The rotation term is ca
lated as

Lxy
r ~b!5

~2mx1my!bxby

mxbx
21myby

21mzbz
2

. ~8!

The rotation term is a pure geometric effect, free from def
mation coupling. Because the longitudinal mode does
include lattice rotation, the rotation term is relevant only f
the transverse mode.

Regarding the multiband effect, band energy is chan
by the elastic strain of the sound wave. In a system wit
multiband structure, electrons in a band are transferred
other bands under the constraint of a fixed electron num
This process causes the Fermi level to change, changing
cross-sectional area. Response theory considers this
multiband effect. The multiband termL i j

m does not depend on
the field direction.

Here, we infer the spin reduction factor in detail. The sp
factor is usually described as

Rs52 cosS 1

2
psgm* ~b,j i j ! D , ~9!

wheres represents the number of harmonic oscillations. T
spin factor is multiplied by the oscillatory intensity. Whe
the effective mass is small, that is,gm* !1, the dHvA oscil-
latory amplitude is not so influenced by the spin factor.
rare-earth monopnictides, however, the effective mass r
holds at 1021–1022. So, the spin reduction factor is no
22410
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negligible. In this stage, however, we assumeRs51 for sim-
plicity. The spin factor is detailed elsewhere.

Analysis is restricted ing52.00, which is the value for
free ions. Taking into account enhancements by the s
orbit interaction or other many-body effects, we must ta
into account theg factor in the calculation. See Sec. IV. W
conducted analysis fora and b branches because they a
ellipsoidal and spherical, which is fully calculated for th
geometric factor without any assumption.

2. C11 mode

From FFT spectra intensities, we obtainedDC11/C11 us-
ing the absolute elastic constantC1151.7431012 erg/cm3.
The longitudinalC11 mode related to elastic strain«zz detects
area coefficient L33(b) for a3 surfaces andL11(b)
@5L22(b)# for a1(a2) surfaces.L33(b) means the area co
efficient with the field parallel to the major axis of the ellip
soidal surface, andL22(b) or L11(b) denotes the minor axis
parallel to the field.

Figure 3 shows the angular variation of area coefficie
obtained by theC11 mode. The quantum oscillation intensit
of threea branches differs significantly. OnlyL33 of a3 was

FIG. 3. Angular variation of area coefficients for spin-splita
surfaces measured for theC11 mode. Solid lines are theoretical fits
~a! Lower-frequency branches;~b! higher-frequency branches.
3-4
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ELECTRON-STRAIN INTERACTION IN THE SINGLET- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224103 ~2003!
observed to have a large intensity. Poor intensity was
tected fora1 anda2 in the plane perpendicular to the prop
gation direction. Solid lines in Fig. 3 represent curves cal
lated by response theory, where we used a set of param
g115g22520.36 andg3357.3 for the deformation coupling
and for multiband terms L11

m (b)5L22
m (b)50.75 and

L33
m (b)51.9 in the high-frequencya branch (ah). In the

low-frequencya branch (a l), g115g225 20.63, g3356.5
and L11

m (b)5L22
m (b)50.75, and L33

m (b)51.9 were ob-
tained. The relatively large deformation coupling const
g33 and multiband termL33

m (b) for surfaces correspond t
the large oscillation intensity ofa3 in the C11 mode. Calcu-
lation based on response theory well reproduced experim
tal results except for the angular-independent part ofa3 in
the @001# direction. This inconsistency may be caused by
spin factor and may show the importance of the spin facto
TmSb.

Angular variation of theb branch is shown in Fig. 4
Since theb hole surfaces are almost spherical, we exp
isotropic angular variations of curvature factorS952p and
the effective mass. Obtained deformation-potential coupli
and multiband terms aregii ( i 51,2,3)50.67 and L i i

m( i
51,2,3)50.82. In Fig. 4, we show a fitting curve forbh and
b l because the difference inL33(b) for bh andb l surfaces is
not significant. The fine structure in experimental results
not explained at this stage. Intensity on the~010! plane is
relatively larger than that on the (110̄) plane, i.e., the sam
behaviors in thea branch. We note that the enhancement
the ~010! plane in theb surface is described by the analys
taking into account the spin factor. Details of analysis
reported elsewhere.

3. C44 mode

The experimental setting of ultrasound measuremen
shown in Fig. 5. Figures 6 and 7 show area coefficients
the transverse mode fora l andah surfaces, where the abso

FIG. 4. Angular variation in area coefficients forb surfaces
measured for theC11 mode. Superscriptsl and h represent lower-
and higher-frequency branches. The solid line is a theoretical fi
response theory.
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lute elastic constantC4452.3831011 erg/cm3 is used for cal-
culations. TheC44 mode propagating with@100# direction
with polarization@010# induces pure strain«xy and lattice
rotationvxy . Area coefficientL12(b) is detected for thea3
surface,L23(b) for a1 , andL31(b) for a2 . When the mag-
netic field is applied to the~100! plane perpendicular to the
propagation direction of theC44 mode, both the deformation
term in Eq. ~7! and the rotation term in Eq.~8! disappear
because of direction cosinebx50. A similar disappearance i
expected in the~010! plane perpendicular to the polarizatio
direction of theC44 mode becauseby50. The multiband
term ofa Fermi surfaces, located at X point, disappears d

y

FIG. 5. Relationship of propagation vectork and polarization
vectoru of the ultrasonic wave in a transverseC44 measurement.

FIG. 6. Angular variation in area coefficients for low-frequen
a surfaces measured for theC44 mode. Solid lines are calculated b
response theory.
3-5
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to the tetragonal symmetry at the X point of the Brillou
zone. Consequently, response theory predicts that the o
lation disappears on the~100! and ~010! planes. Deforma-
tion, rotation, and multiband terms are relevant on the~001!
plane. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the oscillation ofa1 and
a2 should be detectable with large intensity only on t
~001! plane. A rather small intensity is detectable on t
~100! and~010! planes, corresponding to the background s
nal level. Experimental results are qualitatively consist
with calculation by response theory. For fitting to experime
tal results, we use deformation-potential coupling consta
g125g3150.49 for thea l branch andg125g3150.58 for the
ah branch. In general, the oscillation intensity of theC44

mode was weaker than that of theC11 mode, originating in
the difference of the bulk modulus between longitudinal a
transverse modes. This indicates that off-diagonalL i j (b) is
small, although diagonalL i i (b) has large values as men
tioned in theC11 mode analysis.

We observed clear evidence for the rotation term in
C44 mode. As mentioned above, response theory holds
the rotation, deformation, and multiband terms are conc
rently detectable only on the~001! plane. Among the three
terms, the multiband term is independent of the field an
and the deformation term has a symmetry curvature fr

FIG. 7. Angular variation in area coefficients for high-frequen
a surfaces measured for theC44 mode. Solid lines are calculated b
response theory.
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@100# to @010# on the~001! plane. Accordingly, the rotation
term causes asymmetric curvature on the~001! plane. Note
the asymmetric intensity fora1 anda2 in Figs. 6 and 7 on
the ~001! planes. We detected the asymmetric oscillatory
tensity ofLxy of a1 anda2 in Figs. 6 and 7, but they were
not very clear due to the small intensity for theC44 mode.
Our study is, to our knowledge, the first case to observe
contribution of the rotation term in the transverseC44 mode.
For a3 , rotation termL12

r (b) disappears because of the t
tragonal symmetry of thea surface, suggesting a poor inten
sity for a3 ; the oscillatory intensitya3 was rather small
compared toa2 anda1 in Figs. 6 and 7.

Figure 8 shows the angular variation ofL12(b) for b l and
bh surfaces. The rotation term of Eq.~8! disappears due to
the spherical shape of theb surface by direction cosineb i
50. Thus, on the~001! plane, both deformation and multi
band terms appear in the area coefficient. On the~100! and
~010! planes, only the multiband term remains. Solid lin
are curves calculated forb l and bh, where g125g235g31

50.36 andL12
m (b)5L23

m (b)5L31
m (b)50.07 were used for

the b l surface. For thebh surface, we obtainedg125g23

5g3150.46 andL12
m (b)5L23

m (b)5L31
m (b)50.07, but ex-

periments and theory do not agree satisfactorily. Disagr
ment on the~001! plane appears to originate from the sp
factor. We infer that the multiband term could be exti
guished due to the high symmetry of theb surface, which
lies at G point in the Brillouin zone. We thus consider th
L i j

m(b)50.07 is not significant, and almost corresponds
the background level.

IV. DISCUSSION

We discuss deformation-potential coupling parametersgi j
and their significance. The relationship between the Fe
energy and deformation-potential coupling is quantitativ
clarified below. Deformation couplinggi j in TmSb, where
the Fermi energy (EF) of a and b surface is estimated a
33103 K and 53103 K, is held in the region between 0.
and 10. In LaAs,gi j is in the region between 8 and 16, whe
the Fermi energy is estimated to be 13103 K. Absolutegi j

FIG. 8. Angular variation in area coefficients forb surfaces
measured for theC44 mode. Solid lines are calculated by respon
theory.
3-6
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ELECTRON-STRAIN INTERACTION IN THE SINGLET- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 224103 ~2003!
correlates withEF , i.e., deformation-potential interaction de
creases with increasingEF . In normal metal LaB6 , gi j is
smaller than 1 for the Fermi surface ofEF51.53104 K.15

These results show that deformation couplinggi j indicates
the sensitivity of free energy of conduction electrons to
formation by sound waves near the Fermi surface.

The oscillatory intensity of the a-dHvA effect is enhanc
when an ultrasound wave propagates along the long ax
ellipsoidala in theC11 mode. That is, quantum oscillation
easily detected when propagation vector (k) is perpendicular
to the smallest cross-sectional area of the Fermi surf
since the susceptibility of free energy to modulation by
sound wave is enhanced by the large bulk modulus of
longitudinal mode. The 10 times larger area coefficient
C11 compared toC44 could be explained by the same mech
nism. Since theC11 mode induces volume strain,«B5«xx
1«yy1«zz, the bulk modulus is much larger than the tran
verse mode.

Before response theory, the a-dHvA effect was discus
theoretically only in metallic compound LaB6 by
Takayama37 in detail. In Takayama’s study, only the extrem
cross-sectional area of the Fermi surface was treated
function of deformation by a sound wave. The discern
discussion by Takayama decided the essential term, hi
harmonic terms and spin factor are not directly described
is assumed by calculation that the Zeeman splitting is ra
small. For high-field results, we consider response the
reasonable for analyzing experimental results at this st
Nevertheless, we assume the spin factor to be one signifi
factor in our analysis.

For useful results using response theory, deformati
potential couplinggi j is proportional to the Gru¨neisen coef-
ficient:

g5
1

S

dS

d«B
}gi j ,

whereS, «, andg represent the cross-sectional area of
Fermi surface, strain and the Gru¨neisen coefficient.B shows
the applied field. Using deformation couplinggi j , we
roughly estimate the Gru¨neisen coefficient for each Ferm
surface independently by response theory. This point is
sential in our study.
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In GdSb and SmSb, the anomalous field dependenc
oscillatory intensity was obtained in the a-dHv
measurement.9 The intensity of these compounds has so
nodes in theC11 mode. To explain the anomalous field d
pendence, a largeg factor is evolved. We consider that th
enhancement of theg factor is caused by the exchange inte
action. To clarify this exchange interaction, it is necessary
measure theg factor directly. For these rare-earth monopn
tides, precise measurements of theg factor have not yet been
made.

It would be interesting to comment on TbxY12xSb. In
TbxY12xSb, the CEF energy is adjustable by doping Tb38

TbxY12xSb is therefore, a suitable substance for the syst
atic study of the relationship between the CEF and spin sp
ting of the Fermi surface.39

Remaining problems include an inconsistency around
@100# direction in theC11 mode. Response theory cann
reproduce the flat region around@100#. We consider that this
originates in the assumption ofRS51. We will report more
precisely and this is subject to a future study.

V. SUMMARY

We measured the acoustic dHvA effect in the singl
ground-state compound TmSb. Observed Fermi surface
TmSb are isostructural to the reference compound La
Spin splitting of thea andb surfaces in our acoustic mea
surement is consistent with previous experiments on osc
tory magnetization. Using the oscillation intensity observ
by theC11 andC44 modes, we obtained angular variation
area coefficients for thea andb surfaces. We analyzed re
sults in terms of the theory of the acoustic dHvA effect,
which deformation, rotation, and multiband terms are cons
ered. The global features of area coefficients are well
plained by theory, but fine structures remain to be clarified
rigorous treatment of the spin factor may be important to
present system. In future research, we plan to study the s
splitting factor.
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